
Twelve	Chinese	Animals	
Dog	

Years: 1910, 1922, 1934, 1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994, 2006, 2018, 2030, 2042, 2054, 2066, 2078, 2090 
Dog is Yin and Eleventh Sign of the Chinese Horoscope. 
Positive Traits: Loyality, Duty, Constancy, Intelligence,  Heroism, Morality, Respectability 
Short Comings: Tactlessness, Uneasiness, Criticism, Cynicism, Self-Righteousness, Unsociability  
 
Dog people show integrity and a strong moral sense seeking out justice. 
Dog is honorable and will speak out about wrongs in the world and 
demand fairness. Dog people have a strong sense of fair play and are 
usually straightforward and candid. Dog people are the perfect 
spokespersons for those who cant or wont speak up for themselves. Dog 
people are most likely an esteemed component of the family as well as 
the community. Dog people are protective of family members and are apt 
to enjoy celebrating the countrys Independence Day with family. Loyalty 
and patriotism are near and dear to the Doggy heart. They respect the flag and respond to 
the national anthem with patriotic zeal. Dog people can keep a confidence. Pessimism can do 
a Dog in. If not checked Dog will emphasize the negative which feeds anxiety and fear. Dog 
people, learn and do the Six Healing Sounds especially the Kidney Sound. The Six Healing 
Sounds are very effective with worry warts.  Certain Dog people are prone to not fall asleep 
easily but lay abed stewing in their own juices, gnawing on the bare bones of their concerns. 
The Inner Smile is the best remedy for those useless worries.   Dogs loyalty, sincerity and 
kindness makes for a most desirable friend and comrade. Dogs friends become part of the 
family as dog extends concern and protection. Dog people are not materialists but they derive 
the most pleasure from love and family. Their concern extends to all humanity, and Dog 
people are altruistic by nature. Dog people choose to use material gains to help others. Dogs 
gentler qualities include the fact that most often Dog is slow to anger yet quick to recover. 
Unlike Rooster, Dog is not one to badger and carp. Dog is in control of the emotions. Dog 
also has fine powers of judgment. Dog chooses the battles thoughtfully. Dog people are easy 
to get along with on a day to day basis and are valued professionally and at play. The Dog is 
generous and compassionate. Dog people use friendly words, and give support and advice to 
friends and family. Dog is a good listener, always available to offer support to friend in need. 
Its not unusual for Dog to know a lot about their friends. Often Dog surprises, in a happy way, 
a friend with just how much they do know about them.  Dog can be so attentive. Sometimes 
that attentiveness is way too intense for friends and family. Dog, find the balance of not too 
much, not too little. Dog people should pay more attention to their own needs. In private, 
many Dog people worry a lot. Dog people get along really well with Tiger people and Horse 
people. They are intelligent, alert and aware. All three really value their freedom and 
understand and accept that in one another. The positive attributes of Dog people are 
excellent: smart, heroic and respected by all for their loyalty and devotion to duty. Dog is not 
particularly drawn to wealth and fame; Dog is much more concerned with the well-being of 
family and friends.  Before setting off on a new venture Dog gets informed and studies up on 
the subject before leaping into the activity.  Dog finds great satisfaction in completing a job 
well done.       


